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Frederick William Dame 
(Exercising freedom of speech … as long as it still exists.) 

 
JUST THINKING 

 
Number 78 

 
 

 
 

Source: http://src.personalliberty.com/ego/291c5931-fb7c-4557-81de-8f43a016db3e/401007366/301845 
 

 
JT:  Hi!  I'm Barack Hussein Obama.  I welcome you to ObamaCare! 

*** 
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Ancient Artifact Obama Gave Iran is a Fake from 1999 
http://blazingcatfur.blogspot.de/2013/10/ancient-artifact-obama-gave-iran-is.html 
 

 
 

Source:  http://frontpagemag.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/rabbani20130928155552810-450x252.jpg 

 
Sometimes an ancient artifact symbolizes more than its admirers necessarily 
imagine. Take for example the silver griffin that was returned by the United States to 
Iran as a gesture of respect and—at least according to tea-leaf readers—a sign of an 
emerging thaw between the two nations. There’s only one problem: It’s a fake. 
 
JT:  Typical Obama style.  From a fake comes a fake! 

*** 
 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=zcn7sw-4dpk#t=25.  
Top 16 generals have been fired because they will not support Obama! 
 
JT:  Hitler and Stalin and Obama did the same thing! 

*** 
 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=zcn7sw-4dpk#t=25 
 
JT:  19 Minutes of truth! 

*** 
 
 
http://www.thedailyshow.com/watch/tue-october-8-2013/malala-yousafzai 
 
JT:  Malala could never be dumbed down like American pupils, high schoolers, and 
so-called college students.  They are being dumbed down without knowing it. 

*** 
 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fOsQWdZC5vA 
 
JT:  Barack Hussein Obama's rules for "getting over"! 

*** 
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Source:  http://worldduh.files.wordpress.com/2013/10/img01.jpg?w=683 

 
JT:  An excellent name for Obama and his regime! 

*** 
 
 
http://godcomplexworld.blogspot.de/2011/03/prologue-god-complex.html 
 
JT:  POLDS are at it still!  They never give up in their idiocy!!! 

*** 
 
 
JT:  Spontaneous thought:  It wouldn’t surprise me if Obama deleted Sundays from 
the American calendar and re-named it Obamaday. 

*** 
 
 
“Fursan Al-Balagh, an independent online media foundation which specializes in 
translating jihadi materials into various languages, released an Arabic translation of a 
U.S. Department of Defense handbook that provides protective measures for 
counter-terrorism personnel.” 
(http://www.memrijttm.org/content/en/blog_personal.htm?id=6963&param=GJN)  As 
reported by Don Fredrick of The Obama Timeline, Pamela Geller asks at 
AtlasShurgs.com, 'Did [Secretary of Defense] Chuck Hagel FEDEX it to them? You 
know, as part of our Muslim Outreach program.' The Obama Timeline wonders if 
Iranian-born Valerie Jarrett, Obama’s closest advisor, did the translating."  
 
Remember the cartoon character Pogo.  His words have come true.  We have met 
the enemy and he is us. 

*** 
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Source:  cropped image from http://iowntheworld.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/Picture-18.jpg 
 
JT:  WANTED DOA. 
 
Description: 
 
Name:  Too many aliases, names to be repeated here.  The most common are Barry, Barrycade, The 
Destroyer, The Usurper, The Chicago Thug. 
 
Place of Birth:  Not determined, most likely Kenya.  POLDS don't know where the country is located. 
 
Citizenship:  Not determined.  Most likely Islamic Ummah. 
 
Profession:  Sought criminal is a traitor. 
 
Residence:  Said to be illegally residing in an Oval Office somewhere in Washington, D.C. 
 
Favorite book:  The Koran, a fictional tale with rules of conduct based on a legendary, non-historical 
figure called Muhammad (pronounced mo-ham-head and a moon god called Allah (pronounced all 
aha!). 
 
Favorite body position:  Likes to be on his knees when reading the Koran and with his body servant. 
 
Favorite pastimes:  Playing golf, vacationing at the taxpayers' expense, having gay love affairs, being 
evil, although it is not a pastime, but an ingrained characteristic default caused by some genetic 
connection with Satan. 
 
Favorite Food:  Dog prepared in any fashion. 
 
Major character trait: Lies 99.9 percent of the time and blames others for his failures. 
 
Marital status:  Not 100 percent sure, but is often seen with a female named Moosechelle who likes 
to eat XXXLLL Hamburgers/Cheeseburgers. 
 
Please report all sightings to your local Tea Party Office.  The reward for capture is a lifetime exclusion 
from Obamacare. 

*** 
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Source: http://iowntheworld.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/typical.jpg 
 
 
JT:  My caption is:  Every American should be motorized and I will force every 
American to purchase an OGV (Obama Government Vehicle) in the same way that 
I'm forcing them to buy my ponzi scam ObamaCare!  I am Barackie Insanie Obambi 
and I approve this message! 

*** 
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Israel Put Chip in Muslim Brotherhood Leader to Make him Extremist, 

says Pal (http://frontpagemag.com/2013/dgreenfield/israel-put-

chip-in-muslim-brotherhood-leaders-head-to-make-him-extremist-

says-pal/) 
 
JT:  Israel doesn't have to do things like that.  The Muslim Brotherhood is full of 
extremists because they believe the Koran. 

*** 
 

At http://chicksontheright.com/posts/item/24835-oh-no-you-didn-t-plymouth-high-
school we read this:  

There's a high school here in Indiana - Plymouth High School - whose traditional 
football game song is the classic 1967 country tune "Rocky Top."  Well, it was, 
anyway.  And now?  The powers-that-be in the school decided that they didn't have 
enough to do with their time, so they've banned the song.   Why, you ask?  Well, 

because it references "moonshine" and that is "politically incorrect."  

Because of COURSE that's why. 

Plymouth School Superintendent Dan Tyree is the one responsible for the ban, so we 
can all blame him.  Seriously.  Feel free to send him a letter about how ridiculously 
STUPID this is, considering that the school has used the song for the past 20 years 
during its football games, and it's the "signature of the Plymouth Rockies, played 
after all scoring plays at the stadium they call 'The Rockpile.'" 

The kids have a petition to try to get the song - and the tradition - reinstated.  I 
hope they win, because they're obviously the only humans with any sense at that 
school. Hell, most of the kids at the school didn't even know that there even was a 
reference to moonshine until the song was banned. 
 
Rocky Top Lyrics 
 
Wish that I was on ol' Rocky Top 
Down in the Tennessee hills 
Ain't no smoggy smoke on Rocky Top 
Ain't no telephone bills 
 
Once I had a girl on Rocky Top 
Half bear, other half cat 
Wild as a mink, but sweet as soda pop 
I still dream about that 
 
Rocky top, you'll always be 
Home sweet home to me 
Good ol' Rocky Top 
Rocky top, Tennessee 
Rocky top, Tennessee 
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Once two strangers climbed ol' Rocky Top 
Lookin' for a moonshine still 
Strangers ain't come down from Rocky Top 
Reckon they never will 
 
Corn won't grow at all on Rocky Top 
Dirt's too rocky by far 
That's why all the folks on Rocky Top 
Get their corn from a jar 
 
Rocky top, you'll always be 
Home sweet home to me 
Good ol' Rocky Top 
Rocky top, Tennessee 
Rocky top, Tennessee 
 
I've had years of cramped up city life 
Trapped like a duck in a pen 
All I know is it's a pity life 
Can't be simple again 
 
Rocky top, you'll always be 
Home sweet home to me 
Good ol' Rocky Top 
Rocky top, Tennessee 
Rocky top, Tennessee 
Rocky top, Tennessee 

A performance by the Osborne Brothers is at 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77hneLgt33k#t=16  
A performance by the Carter Family is at 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Ev3_fM-cU0  
 
JT:  Methinks the School Superintendant Dan Tyree is not politically correct.  Why?  
His name is politically incorrect. 
 
Dan can mean: 
 

- A man of unusual humor, consistently finding strange, and lewd comments 
amusing … 

- To give the ultimate sexual pleasure to a woman. 

- stone cold pimp, mac daddy. 

- A MASSIVE PENIS. A PENIS LARGER THAN ANYTHING EVER SEEN. 
EVERYWHERE, EVERYTHING, MASSIVE. Can also be used to describe 
anally pandering someone and can really mean anything you want it to. 

- Dan is code word for dumb ass nigger. It is used when a white person wants 
to express his feelings in a crowd of blacks and at the same time avoid being 
shot. 
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- A very perverted person that is obsessed by sex and can't live without it. Every 
sentence he uses or move he makes is somehow related to sex. 

- To hump vigorously 

- Acronym for dumb ass nigga.(dumb ass nigger) 

- A douchebag that will say anything to a girl to keep her in a relationship 
because he is a self loathing asshole who uses his friends to get ahead in life 
because he is cheap and lazy. 

- An overall always pissed off person.  Very anti-social and bi-polar, he'd be 
best friends with you for 3 days and completely ignore you and act like you are 
the creepiest person in the world the next.  Constantly makes you bring up the 
question "WTF!!??" in your mind.  Basically someone hard to deal with in life. 

- Acronym for Dog Ass Nasty. 

- A lazy ass who can't put effort into the simplest things. And is quick in all 
areas. He comes off as someone he isn't and after about two months, you 
figure it out. 

- A teenage boy, with an extremely large penis! 

- An immature, insecure, childish, self pitying man who has no job, no friends, 
no motivation, no class, lives with his mother past 21 years of age and 
mooches off anyone around him. 

- Someone who's penis is either so small or so thin, you can't even feel it. It 
can't even be measured on the 0-10 scale. 

- Man of ultimate lameness. 

- A stationary object perfectly compatible with Newton's First Law: a man on a 
couch will never leave the couch unless acted upon by an external force  

- One who is lame and whines about everything. 

- Gay 

- A male in his late 20's to early 30's with severe Peter Pan syndrome that 
prefers to date and socialize with female college co-eds. This male enjoys Red 
Bull and Vodka and Ke$sha 

- The stain inside your whitey tighties. Racing Stripes To be blunt, a shit stain. 

- A fat guy who is usually a dickhead. 

- A person who likes to wanker. 

 
Let us now research Tyree. 
 

- The act of catching something by pressing it against your head to control it. 

- May apply for all mannerisms outside of football, even if a friend tosses you a 
bottle and you catch it by using your head. 

 
(All definitions are from the Urban Dictionary.) 
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Well Mr. Dan Tyree, how do you like your politically incorrect name?  You should 
purge yourself for being politically incorrect.  Go into self-imposed seclusion some 
somewhere!  

*** 
 
 
Spontaneous thought:  Islam is like kudzu.  It is a weed that cannot be controlled.  It 
grows on itself.  It devours everything that is not Islam by entwining it and killing it.  
Like socialism, Islam takes away the fresh air of freedom and individuality. 

*** 
 
 

 
 

Source:  http://media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/92/c3/38/92c338f66d49520447b1894a8a9ebbe3.jpg 

 
JT:  Of course, any POLD would disagree without knowing what the disagreement is 
about. 

*** 
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Source:  http://www.freakingnews.com/pictures/54500/Blue-Faced-Obama--54545.jpg.  

 
JT:  He'll never turn red with embarrassment.  It is rumored that Valerie Jarrett did the 
make-up.  Do you want to know what the backside looks like?  This is the backside! 

*** 
 
 
Margaret Thatcher Worried About US Under Obama 

http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/atlas_shrugs/2013/10/margaret-thatcher-
worried-about-us-under-obama.html#more  

And rightly so. Hardly surprising that the subversive in White House did not attend her 

funeral. 

"New Book: Margaret Thatcher Worried About US Under Obama" Newsmax, October 13, 

2013 

Late British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher was concerned by the United States' lean to 

the left after President Barack Obama took office in 2009, authors of a recently released book 

about "The Iron Lady" claim. 
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Thatcher never commented publicly on President Obama's leadership, though the Obama 

administration's big government agenda runs counter to everything she believed in, former 

Thatcher aide Niles Gardiner and writer Stephen Thompson, authors of "Margaret Thatcher 

on Leadership: Lessons for American Conservatives Today"  told The Daily Caller.  

 

But even though Great Britain's first female prime minister didn't speak out publicly about 

Obama, she was privately concerned about the direction the United States had been taking 

since 2009, along with the declining leadership of the United States as a world power.  

The book, released this month, is a guide from conservatives that combines her life story with 

principles and help for conservatives use toward solving their challenges, cutting through 

bureaucracy and standing up to "aggressive regimes," an Amazon book description says. 

 

Gardiner in particular was very familiar with the late leader. He directs the Margaret Thatcher 

Center for Freedom at the Heritage Foundation, and was a foreign policy aide to her after she 

left Downing Street. 

 

Thompson, a writer and consultant from Washington D.C., lived in the United Kingdom 

throughout Thatcher's term in office.  

 

The former prime minister was always a conservative and greatly admired Sir Winston 

Churchill, Britain's Conservative prime minister during World War II and from 1951 to 1955. 

 

The authors said Thatcher was a great leader because she was a "conviction politician" with "a 

clear set of conservative beliefs and principles which she led by" and was a "remarkably 

decisive leader" with "tremendous physical and political courage." 

 

While Thatcher distrusted liberals, Democrats in the United States also did not honor her 

conservative viewpoints. In April, shortly after the late prime minister died, Senate Democrats 

came under fire for blocking a resolution honoring the long-time friend of the United States.  

 

And Obama was slammed for declining to attend Thatcher's state funeral, citing a busy week 

from the aftermath of the Boston Marathon Bombing. 

 

Downing Street was reportedly angered by rejections from Obama, his wife Michelle and 

Vice-President Joe Biden. However, the United States was also not represented at the funeral 

by former Republican Presidents George W. Bush or George Bush Sr., nor by Democratic 

former Presidents Bill Clinton or Jimmy Carter. 

 
JT:  The Democrats and the Obamas did not like her because she was politically 
incorrect.  That is, she told (them) the truth. 

*** 
 
 
Here's another excellent statement from Don Fredrick of The Obama Timeline 
(October Issue):  Between 1776 and 2013 the United States has apparently devolved 
from, “Give me liberty, or give me death!” to “Gimme my free stuff, cracka, or we 
gonna riot!”) 

*** 
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Source:  http://alltherightsnark.org/wp/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Barryerd.jpg 
 
JT:  I second the motion and volunteer to make the arrest. 

*** 
 
 

The October Report of The Obama Timeline has the following:  "At 
WashingtonTimes.com Cheryl K. Chumley writes, “A new theory from 
author Ed Klein—who previously penned ‘The Amateur,’ about …Obama’s 
White House leadership—suggests that senior adviser Valerie B. Jarrett 
orchestrated the chief executive’s strategies in the government shutdown. 
The New York Post reported that Ms. Jarrett held several late-night 
sessions with Mr. Obama at his residence and from there came the strategy 
of ‘no negotiation,’ Mr. Klein believes. She was the ‘architect’ of that 
approach, Mr. Klein said. ‘It was during one of those nightly sessions that 
Jarrett devised the no-negotiating strategy that Obama has employed in his 
fight with the GOP over the government shutdown. She convinced [Obama] 
that a government shutdown and default offered a great opportunity to 
demonize the Republicans and help the Democrats win back a majority in 
the House of Representatives in 2014.’ Other contributions from Ms. Jarrett, 
Mr. Klein said, in the New York Post: ‘Valerie also came with the idea of 
using the words ‘hostage’ and ‘ransom’ and ‘terrorists’ against the 
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Republicans.’ The Daily Mail said Ms. Jarrett’s nickname is ‘Night Stalker,’ 
for the very reason that she’s allowed late-night access to [Obama’s] private 
quarters. In his 2012 book, Mr. Klein wrote that a similar behind-scenes 
strategy caught up the Republicans. He wrote: ‘The Republicans walked 
into a trap set up by Valerie Jarrett and …Obama. The Republicans are in 
an untenable position.’” 
 
JT:  It's now public. The president of the United States of America is Valerie 
Jarrett, the fecal slum lord from Shitcago. 

*** 
 
 

 
 

Source:  http://iowntheworld.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/firsthateynutcrusher1.jpg 
 

JT:  The guarantee says she'll crack any nut.  Hmmmmm! 
*** 
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Todd Starnes of Fox News writes, “American taxpayers have once again been 
trampled by establishment Republicans—a thundering herd of chicken-hearted 
Republicans in Name Only (RINOs) galloping to the Left. The debt ceiling deal struck 
between Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid and Senate Minority Leader Mitch 
McConnell is a victory for …Obama and Democrats. ObamaCare is still the law of the 
land. The government is still spending money it does not have. And thousands of 
government workers just got a two-week vacation courtesy of the taxpayers. I’m sure 
we will hear establishment apologists calling the events of recent days a 
compromise. But seeing how [Obama] refused to compromise, it’s more likely the 
Grand Old Party was the only one bending. Establishment Republicans always talk 
about doing the right thing for the nation, no matter the price. But when push comes 
to shove, they always throw in the towel. And Wednesday, McConnell and his band 
of merry moderates heaved their towels in an epic demonstration of lily-livered 
cowardice.” (http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2013/10/16/todd-starnes-american-
taxpayers-betrayed-by-chicken-hearted-rinos/)  

 
JT:  This reminds me of a Chinese saying that really is an offer of ill will while being 
polite (politically correct)  May you live in interesting times.  House of Representatives 
Speaker John Boehner and Mitch McConnell, Minority Leader in the senate and their 
kind of Republicans have a new slogan.  Hurrah,!  We're losers!!! 

*** 
 
 
Democrat Cory Booker wins the special election in New Jersey to replace the late 
Senator Frank Lautenberg 
 
JT:  Obama and Corey Booker have the ultimate methods to win political elections.  It 
is a three-stage method. 
Stage 1: LIE 
Stage 2: LIE 
Stage 3: LIE 

*** 
 
 
http://suckersonparade.blogspot.de/2013/10/free-vibrators-for-non-essential.html 

Exciting Times for Non-essential Victims of Shutdown  

Vibrators.com is giving away 200 free vibrators a day to Federal Employees  
during the government shutdown.  

  ....and Free Shipping Too! 
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"Are you a federal employee that has been deemed non-essential? Do you have a little 
too much time on your hands and nothing to do? Is the recent government shutdown 
to blame? 
Here at Vibrators.com we are committed to allowing our customers to find 
satisfaction. As vibrator enthusiasts, we want everyone to experience the pleasure 
that a nice vibrator can bring to partners and individuals. Besides, we know you have 
some free time, why not try something new?" 
We are giving away 200 free vibes per day for as long as the shutdown lasts. We 
apologize that we have to cap the offer, but any more than that and it will slow down 
our warehouse and prevent timely delivery of our paying customers. 
We are canceling orders from greedy people. Order twice or order two different free 
gifts without making purchase and you will get nothing. Order one even though you 
are not a furloughed federal employee and we won't really know, but Karma will get 
you.   
 
JT:  The rumor in Washington is that both Michelle Obama and Valerie Jarrett came 
up with the idea based on their experiences with self-gratification. 

*** 
 
 

 
 
Source:  https://fbcdn-sphotos-e-a.akamaihd.net/hphotos-ak-prn2/1378464_10200843828234811_478787786_n.jpg 

 
JT:  This is nothing more than a camouflage attempt by Obama to sell his thoughts to 
the American public. 

*** 
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Source:  http://ts4.mm.bing.net/th?id=H.4715596074844895&pid=1.7 
 
JT:  My caption:  Attention! Attention! Attention!  No not you Valerie!  I'm the captain 
of your ship of state, Barack Hussein Obama.  Under my command I'm leading 
America into waters never before seen and experienced.  We are living in interesting 
times.  Aren't you glad you voted for me? 

*** 
 
 
http://swampland.time.com/2013/10/15/texas-lt-gov-for-calls-for-obamaimpeachment/ 
 
JT:  Nothing will come of it.  I've been calling for Obama's impeachment since 
January 2009 and nothing has happened. 

*** 
 
 
JT:  Two Obama quotes with some truth in them (highlighted): 
 
1. ''The reforms we seek would bring greater competition, choice, savings and 
inefficiencies to our health care system.'' 
—Barack Obama, in remarks after a health care roundtable with physicians, nurses 
and health care providers, Washington, D.C., July 20, 2009  
 
2. ''It was also interesting to see that political interaction in Europe is not that 
different from the United States Senate. There's a lot of -- I don't know what the 
term is in Austrian, wheeling and dealing.'' 
—Barack Obama, confusing German for ''Austrian,'' a language which does not exist, 
Strasbourg, France, April 6, 2009  
 
He's a genius!!!  I shouldn't have said that!!!  I'm choking!!! 

*** 
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Source:  http://pubs.ext.vt.edu/444/444-288/L_IMG_Fig-3.jpg 
 
JT:  This is Michelle's latest suggestion for snack lunches served to school children at 
school cafeterias.  Methinks that she wants to instill in the children an inner identity 
with the Obama regime cockroaches in Washington.  

*** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Frederick William Dame 
Patriotic, Steadfast, and True 
October 17, 2013 
 


